
« Prenez soin de vous - Take Care of  Yourself  » 

The starting point of  the project Take Care of  Yourself  is a broken-up e-mail 
received by Sophie Calle : 

« I received an email telling me it was over. I didn’t know how to respond.
It was almost as if  it hadn’t been meant for me.
It ended with the words, “Take care of  yourself.”and so I did.
I asked 107 women, chosen for their profession or skills, to interpret this letter.
To analyze it, comment on it, dance it, sing it. 
Exhaust it. Understand it for me. Answer for me.
It was a way of  taking the time to break up.
A way of  taking care of  myself  ».

Produced in its original french version for the 52nd Venice Biennale French Pavilion in 2007. 
This project, now also existing in english, has been travelling in different counties, major museums 
and venues such as BIBLIOTHÈQUE NATIONALE DE FRANCE Paris in 2008, shown 
at DHC/ART FOUNDATION Montreal the same year, PAULA COOPER GALLERY New York 
in 2009, VIDEOBRASIL - SESC POMPÉIA São Paulo, WHITECHAPEL GALLERY London 
in 2010, MUSEU DE ARTE MODERNA Rio de Janeiro, DE PONT MUSEUM Tilburg, 
LOUISIANA MUSEUM in Copenhagen…
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The exhibition is composed of  107 interpretations organized in 5 different sets : 
-set 1, 60 textual interpretations and frames
-set 2,  Parchments «Moulin du Gue», 6 translations of  the letter in braille, morse, binary code, stenogaphy…
-set 3, 40 photographic protraits of  singers and actresses
-set 4, 33 small films shot in HD and displayed on small video screens
-set 5, 7 large films shot in HDCam and displayed as two large HD video projections

An interpretation consists of  one photographic portrait of  each woman, shot by Sophie Calle, 
as well as the interpretation of  each one, that can be either a text or a drawing (framed) ; a song, a dance or a play (a film). 


